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I became a grandma for the very 
first time April 16th when Jasper 
Onder King came into this world. 
He is so darn adorable! This photo 
is my screen saver and I get to 
see him every morning when I 
turn on my computer, so full of 
life, curiosity and spunk. To him 
every single moment of his day 
is extraordinary, a new adventure 
and something to be completely 
immersed in...no other way to 
be. With every fiber of my being, 
my wish for him and every child, 
teenager, adult and wise elder 
is to live life everyday with such 
engagement.

He has helped me raise a vitally 
important question, “What if your 
real job is to live an extraordi-
nary life?

So often I hear people talking 
about their job as if it was their 
whole life and investing vast 
amounts of energy into it, thinking 

 and talents with others to  
 make the world a better place

...knowing what I want my life  
 to stand for and making it so

...being generous, sharing my  
 heart, thoughts and  
 abundance, graciously

...being a life-long learner and  
 sharing my wisdom

...savoring and enjoying every  
 bit of it!

What does living an  
extraordinary life mean to you?
This is such a thought provok-

ing question for me and hopefully 
for you too. So thought provoking 
in fact, that it is the title of my 
blog, www.krisking.org/blog/ 
and the first thing I explored. If 
you haven’t watched it and the 
other offerings I have done since 
then, please check it out. I would 
love your feedback. I was VERY 
nervous the first time and I think I 
am improving.

A gift I want to share with you 
this holiday season is “Celebrate 
What’s Right With the World”  
http://uk.video.yahoo.com/
watch/1598539/5397639 by 
Dewitt Jones. He was a National 
Geographic photographer for 
many years. It is beautiful and 
inspirational. Enjoy and pass it on.

Wings vision is to inspire and 
support positive change, creating 
an abundant, loving and respect-
ful world community. What is 
yours?

What If Your Real Job Is To 
Live An Extraordinary Life?

about work and oftentimes 
worrying about it. Imagine giving 
that much energy and attention to 
who you are and what you love. I 
am not saying stop working. What I 
am saying is I believe you are here 
for a purpose and it is not to die at 
your desk.

Some things I believe living an 
extraordinary life is not:

...being focused on supposed to  
 be’s and have to’s

...seeking other’s approval by  
 doing things perfectly—the  
 way they want me to

...being busy doing things that I  
 don’t want to do

...being afraid of looking   
 foolish, being out of control,  
 making mistakes

...saying “yes” when I want to  
 say “no”

...thinking there is a right way  
 to do everything and I’m the  
 one who knows the way

...blaming someone else for how 
 my life is turning out

...playing it small.

What does living an  
extraordinary life mean to me? 
...having my choices based in  

 love instead of fear—only  
 doing what I love and loving  
 what I do.

...being fully present and   
 engaged in each moment

...being curious about our miracu- 
 lous world, nature, people, 
 literature, art, science,   
 mathematics, food, cultures,  
 music —everything under the  
 sun!

...being clear about my deepest  
 values and living them at  
 each choice point

...choosing to share my gifts  

Jasper Onder King

http://www.wings-seminars.com
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“CONTRARY TO POPULAR THINKING, BEING WORTHY ISN’T SOMETHING YOU EARN,  
IT’S SOMETHING YOU RECOGNIZE.”

-- MIKE DOOLEY

Finding new ways to connect...
Blogs, Podcasts and Tweets!  OH MY!

One of the things we love to do at Wings is connect.  We connect people with their 
hearts and minds—assisting them to integrate the two and create a balanced life. We 
connect people to one another—assisting them to create loving and respectful relationships. 
We “connect the dots”—assisting people to create a meaningful life.  So, when we began hearing 
about social networking as the newest way to connect we wondered... how could we use blogs, podcasts, and social 
networking sites like Facebook and Twitter to become even better at connecting?

Over the past few months we’ve been testing a few options out. We’ve create a Wings Seminars Fan Page on 
Facebook and started sending “tweets” to those of you who use Twitter. We’re finding these tools make it easy to send 
out quick notices of upcoming special events and early registration discounts. They are also great places to share links  
to inspiring webpages, music and books. 

In October 2009, Kris created her first video blog and it was a huge success! We appreciated all the feedback 
and have been working on incorporating it into her next blog post. She also began a monthly podcast called Live An 

Extraordinary Life.  You can download the podcasts to your iPod or mp3 player and then 
listen to them on your way to work, at the gym or on your morning walk! Downloads are 
available at KrisKing.org and iTunes.

We also updated our homepage at www.Wings-Seminars.com to include a News Feed 
you can subscribe to. Add our feed to your web browser’s home page and you’ll have 
access to the latest news from Wings.

To sign-up for our News Feed, Facebook and/or Twitter notifications visit our 
homepage at www.Wings-Seminars.com.

Travel with Kris King and a small group of 
adventurous people to the remarkable country of 
Bhutan.  Share precious moments with monks, 
lamas, indigenous medicine physicians, everyday 
people, and views of the magnificent Himalayas. 
Bhutan beckons and quenches the thirst for 
spiritual nourishment.  Adding to this is the deep 
and delightful camaraderie that unfolds within the 
group of travelers. 
From Bhutan, we’ll travel to Ko Samui, Thailand 

for unstructured time in a tropical paradise. Thai 
food, massages, swim-
ming, simply reading a 
book by the pool, and 
some of the best shopping ever! 
Take the leap if your heart is touched by the thought of 

coming along...come!
Email kris@wings-seminars.com for more information.

Discover Bhutan September 2010
Dates: Sept. 10-28, 2010
A $500 nonrefundable deposit 
is due by February 26, 2010. Full 
payment due by June 15, 2010. 
Cost : $7,985

Cost based on joint occupancy, 
includes all major expenses, 
airfare from Los Angeles, hotels, 
trekking and most meals. Single 
occupancy is $8,585. This is 
arranged as a group fare only.

Photos by Kris King, 
Bhutan 2008
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“THE ONLY LIMITS ARE, AS ALWAYS, THOSE OF VISION.”
-- JAMES BROUGHTON

Grad in Action
John Potts...”There is always something more to   
            learn, to do and to become.”

I periodically flashback to my 
situation in life in 1986 when I 
tentatively walked through the 
doors of the Wings Seminars 
building feeling scared and 
nervous, clearly questioning why 
I had signed up for a personal 
growth seminar that lasted four 
and half days.  I remember 
how Snoopy sat on top of his 
doghouse, typewriter at hand, 
tapping out “It was a dark and 
gloomy night”.  This scenario 
appeared that way to me as it 
was a typical gray, dreary late 
afternoon November day.  The 
PES started on Wednesdays in 
the afternoon; my state of being 
and weather were in alignment 
as I was diving into the unknown 
realm of personal growth.  

As the evening unfolded and 
our group intensely grappled 
with the seminar agreements, 
of which there were many, I 
experienced my usual reaction 
to being told what to do by an 
authority figure: RESISTANCE.  I 
was again reminded of my time in 
basic training in the Air Force and 
thought “I’ve been there and done 

John Potts right  
before attending PES

Interns hanging out.  Jon Albertson, Karen 
Howard, John Potts and Cindy Curren.

that before” and almost left the 
seminar stewing in my frustra-
tion and anger.  As I started to 
breathe again and calm down I 
decided to stay, be curious and 
see what I would learn.  I wasn’t 
aware how important that life 
changing decision was for me 
and the positive impact it would 
have on my life.

I was on my journey.  I quickly 
moved into the CrossOver semi-
nar and explored on a deeper 
level my resistance and how I 
disappear and hide.  During the 
seminar I worked on my contract 
with a confusing, half hearted 
effort.  I believed Bev Foster 
spoon fed me my contract and 
it was just a string of words that 
carried little meaning at the time, 
and, it was short!  I thought most 
other contracts I heard were so 
eloquent and meaningful.  

Good news did show up! Over 
time, as I embraced my contract 
and actually lived it, the meaning 
of that ‘short’ contract deepened 
and expanded to so much more 
than the actual words.  As I 
explore myself on a deeper 
level I continually expand my 
comfort zone and grow more 
into my contract.  The beauty of 
all of this, in my opinion, is that 
there is always something more 
to learn, to do and to become 
as I continue my journey as a 
life long learner. Yes, I will still 
have distractions, challenges 
and difficult decisions to make, 
and I believe I have the skill and 

resourcefulness to handle them 
in a way that can create win-win 
situations.   

My self discovery during 
the PES, claiming of a lifelong 
contract in CrossOver, creation 
of a clear vision in LifeWorks and 
year long commitments to the 
leadership intern program have 
been so incredibly rich in my 
life and assisted me to expand 
myself beyond what I believed 
back in those dark and gloomy 
days of November 1986.  I think 
my life has somewhat mirrored 
what I believe Wings has experi-
enced over the years; an ongoing 
evolution of doing new things, 
learning from what may not have 
worked out, strengthening and 
fine tuning what works well, 
standing strong in our commit-
ment to our values, and being in 
loving service.  Now I remember 
Snoopy, ears flapping in the 
breeze, as he jumps joyfully in 
the air.  

I am Alive and at Peace with 
Myself.  

          — John Potts
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“WHEN YOU ARE IN THE GRIP OF THE PAST OR THE FUTURE, THERE IS NEVER ENOUGH TIME,  
BECAUSE YOU ARE TRYING TO BE IN TWO PLACES AT ONCE.”

--EXCERPT FROM THE CORPORATE MYSTIC

Paying it Forward
Grads coming together in support and community

What if you could offer someone the gift of a changed life? A 
change in perspective, their relationships, their body. How about 
a change in their finances? A change in how fulfilled they feel. 
A change in what their life means. And what if by doing so, you 
nutured all of the above within yourself? 

The Dream Maker’s PES Scholarship Fund
Inspiration, vision, gratitude, and generosity came together for the Spring ’09 Lifeworks group, resulting in the 
creation of the Dream Maker’s Scholarship Fund for PES.  Their initial intention was to support six people in PES.  
They exceeded their goal and have supported ten people, with funds still available to assist others.

The Summer ’09 Lifeworks group joined in their vision, sponsoring two additional people.  Funds continue to come 
in, and they are extending an invitation to other Lifeworks groups or interested people to join them in assisting 
others on their journey of discovery and personal growth. 

To contribute to the Dream Maker’s Scholarship Fund, please contact Lori Haymore at lorihaymore@comcast.net.

Time: 7 - 9 p.m.   Suggested donation $10   Open to the public
Location: WINGS Seminars, 275 W. 5th Avenue, Eugene, OR

Please register in advanced at 800-697-0040 x 100. Let us know how 
many will be attending with you.

“Knowing How to Know What You Want”

All proceeds to benefit the  
2010 True Colors Scholarship Fund
www.TrueColorsForTeens.com

Tuesday, January 26th, 2010

with Kris King

Special Event....The True Colors Scholarship Fund Benefit

“Now at nearly 19, I use the skills and knowledge I learned in True Colors every day. True 
Colors helped me become the strong and independent woman I am today. I wouldn’t have 
survived high school with out it.”      – Kathy Nason

Register now 

for 

True Colors 
2010

Dr. Robyn Wallace, facilitator with 
her dog Shakti and Katie Frank 
team member True Colors 2009 .

Two Sessions:  June 22nd-27th and July 20th-25th

In TRUE COLORS teens take giant steps on the path toward becoming 
a young adult, capable of meeting life’s challenges and opportunities. 

For more information visit our website at   
        www.TrueColorsForTeens.com.

LifeWorks 2009 Spring Session

Do you ever feel confused about what you want? Do you sometimes think you don’t really 
know yourself and what brings you statisfaction and joy?

Please join us for this very special evening with Kris King, where we will explore together 
“knowing how to know what you want.”

Prerequisite: 13-18 yrs. 
Tuition: $745 includes 

room & board
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“NEVER LOSE A HOLY CURIOSITY.”
--ALBERT EINSTEIN

Wings Seminars  is an 
authorized provider for 
Continuing Education 

Credits through 
the International 
Association for 

Continuing Education 
and Training. 

Call Wings at 800.697.0040 to register or online at www.Wings-Seminars.com

Upcoming Seminars & Events

Integrate LifeWorks®Listening
Heart

PES, 2 for 1’s and our vision for 2010

In 2009 we did something unprecedented by offering every PES, including those held in 
Sacramento and Seattle, as 2 for 1’s. Our vision was to create expansiveness and abundance 
in a world  facing unprecedented challenges. Many of you have asked us how its been going 
and what we’re planning for 2010. 
The response to the 2 for 1 has been incredible. In 2009 we averaged around 50 partici-

pants per PES, a 30% increase over 2008. We also saw substantial growth in our Seattle and 
Sacramento grad base, which resulted in a resurrection of the Seattle Connection Group and 
for the first time we held a CrossOver and Assist Team Training in Sacramento. In Eugene, 
we created a stronger local presence through service to our community and increased 

participation in the PES by local grads over 50% from 2008. Wow!
As we look forward to 2010 we’re excited about the possibilities. We’ve been using the metaphor of rock 

climbing this year as a way of approaching these challenging economic times—when the level of difficulty 
goes up, the key is to be present and look for opportunities, trust our abilities and apply them always keeping 
in mind our connection to one another.  We are offering PES as a 2 for 1 in January in Eugene, February in 
Sacramento and March in Seattle. For up to the minute information about special offers follow us on Twitter or 
subscribe to our homepage news feed at www.wings-seminars.com.

PES

“ Dear Kris...I want to tell 
you about a ripple that has 
happened since LifeWorks. 
My stretch goal was to write 
a letter to my father (25 years 
no contact). We corresponded 
with letters several times, 
started talking on the phone 
and finally met face to face 
the day after Thanksgiving. 
It was wonderful. I loved it. 
I know I would never have 
done this if I had not gone to 
LifeWorks. I am very grateful 
and pleased with the changes. 
I want you to know how much 
you, your program, and your 
staff have impacted my life in 
so many amazing beautiful 
ways. Thank you , thank you, 
thank you! “

—Julie Cox, LifeWorks 2009

Early Registration:  $895 
Save $100 Register by:  1/31/10
Regular Tuition:  $995
Deposit $300
Prerequisite: 6 months living  

 your CrossOver experience

Early Registration:  $1,195 
Save $200 Register by: 12/31/09
Regular Tuition:  $1,395
Deposit $400
Prerequisite:  PES, Commited  

 Couples

Tuition:  $1,395 
Deposit $350
Prerequisite:  CrossOver 
For session dates please visit  

 our website.

March 10th-14thFeb. 11th-14th Begins Jan 28th

“A year from now you will wish you started today.”  

SAVE the date! March 30th 
Eugene Special Evening “Living Life as an Adventure”

Learn the skills, 
perspectives, 
attitudes, and 
understanding 
that support 

your consistent choice to love 
and be loved.  LISTENING HEART 
is reserved for couples in com-
mitted relationships.

Claim new range in your mental, 
emotional, physical and spiritual 
aspects. Creating wholeness and 
integration. Integrate  is your op-
portunity to fine tune your personal 
development skills and achieve a 
profound experience of self-ac-
ceptance.

B O D Y   M I N D   S P I R I T Hone the 
tools for an 
extraordinary life 
over an extended 
period of time 
(3 months). With 
the support of 

fellow participants you build a 
community focused on life-long 
success—by your own definition.
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“LOVE AND KINDNESS ARE NEVER WASTED. THEY ALWAYS MAKE A DIFFERENCE.”
--BARBARA DE ANGELIS

JANUARY, 2010

LifeWorks #4............................................................9-10

PES-Eugene..............................................................14-17

CrossOver...............................................................20-24

Special Evening-Eugene......................................26

LifeWorks #1...........................................................28-31

FEBRUARY, 2010

PES-Eugene..............................................................4-7

Listening Heart.................................................11-14

Intern Info Evening.............................................19

LifeWorks #2.......................................................20-21

CrossOver...........................................................24-28

PES-Sacramento...........................................25-28

MARCH, 2010

PES-Eugene...........................................................4-7

PES-Seattle, WA.................................................4-7

Integrate...........................................................10-14

Assist Team Training....................................19

LifeWorks #3...................................................20-21

CrossOver..........................................................24-28

Women’s Retreat..........................................26-28

Special Evening - Eugene, OR.......................30

APRIL, 2010

PES-Eugene...............................................................8-11

LifeWorks #4 ..........................................................17-18

CrossOver, Sacramento, CA..........................21-25

LifeWorks #1...................................................29-May 2

MAY, 2010

PES-Eugene..............................................................13-16 

CrossOver.................................................................19-23

LifeWorks #2, Phoenix Inn, Eugene.......22-23

JUNE, 2010

PES-Eugene.............................................................10-13

Asst Team Training...................................................................18

LifeWorks #3......................................................19-20

True Colors.....................................................22-27

CrossOver........................................................23-27

PES, Sacramento, CA................................24-27

C alendar of Events

The Wings Internship

HOW THE WINGS INTERNSHIP BENEFITS YOU

The Wings Internship program is a structured learning program that covers one year 
and parallels LifeWorks. Learning happens in the seminar room, in training evenings 
and in job responsibilities managing some of Wings’ behind the scenes operations. It is 
facilitated by Kris King.
HOW THE WINGS INTERNSHIP BENEFITS YOU

Becoming a Wings Leadership Intern is a commitment to your own learning, personal 
vision and personal empowerment. You will gain greater self-awareness, become a 
master communicator, deepen all your relationships and have the time of your life 
while being in service to Wings and the LifeWorks participants.

EDUCATIONAL CREDITS

The internship program offers 450 hours of training 
during the course of the year or 45 CEU’s.  

ELIGIBILITY

You are eligible to apply for the Internship if you have 
completed PES, CrossOver and LifeWorks by April 2010.

INTERNSHIP CYCLE & TUITION

The internship is from April 2010 - April 2011. The intern-
ship program has no tuition costs.

Feb 19th, 7:00-8:30 pm
• Intern Information 

Evening 
--required attendance 

when applying to be an 
Intern unless arrange-
ments are made in 
advance with Wings.

Feb 26th, 5:00 pm
• Intern applications due

Mar 9th & 10th
• Intern interviews

Mar 12th
• Selection and notification

Apr 15th, 8:30-5:00 pm
• Training with Wings 

staff
Apr 16th, 8:30-9:00 pm

• Training with Wings staff 
and outgoing Interns

Apr 29th
  • New LifeWorks session 

begins

Steps to Becoming 
An Intern

Jon Albertson, Ingrid Lundin, Tanya Thompson (guest 
Intern), Jeri Carr, John Potts, Karen Howard, Cindy Curran, 

Jayme Armstrong, Sonia Madera and Guy Santiago

“Being an intern was like starring in the movie “Groundhog Day”— the one where the main character kept 
repeating the same day over and over. Within the same event he could try on new behaviors and in doing so, he 
found he could create new results. The structure of LifeWorks created a similar form of continuity from which I could 
practice new behaviors and see immediate results. By the end of my internship, I knew what behaviors created the 
results I really wanted. It is the best personal development “laboratory” I know of and it was the most transformative 
year of my life to date.”    —Sherrie Frank, Vice President, Wings Seminars

2009/2010 Interns
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“TO FREE US FROM THE EXPECTATIONS OF OTHERS, TO GIVE US BACK TO OURSELVES --  
THERE LIES THE GREAT, SINGULAR POWER OF SELF-RESPECT.”

--JOAN DIDION

Adrienne Adam
Jon Albertson
Marlys Alger
Doug Anders
Theo Anderson
Jayme Armstrong
Marshelle Backes
Paula Backus
Jessie Bader
Sally Bagshaw
Brad Bagshaw
Jason Bailey
Karl Barnes
Wayne Bates
Karla Beck
Wayne Bentham
Patrick Bentley
Louise Bertrand
Heidi Bigler Cole
Guido Bondioli
Sharon Braaten
Bill Branczek
John Brennan
Phyllis Bullock
Julie Bulrice
Rahma Burns
Eric Burns
Helen Buzenberg
Len Campbell
Jeri Carr
Cheryl Clark
Gary Coburn
Lisa Cochran
Michael Coffey

Fredrick Coleman
Dawn Contreras
Zane J Cornett
Caroline Croft
Tarie Crawford
Cindy Curran
Erin Dailey
Ginna Darden
Bruni Dávila
Sherry Dean
Tony DeGreef
Leslie Deming
Wolfgang  Dengler
Bob Dersé
Joanie DeVore
Diane Dodge
Kim Donahey
Jen Donahue
Trish Dorr
Chris Doyle
Nancy Earl
Clyde Earl
Leo Eickhoff
Montell Elliott
Cynthia Engel
Rick Epstein
Marvin Finger
Katie Frank
Dona Fuchs
Napili Gaston
Paula Gayson
Bunny Gerlach
Jim Gladen
Cliff Glantz
Jill Goldsmith
Rosemary Grabowiecki
Brian Graunke
Ann Grediagin
Mary Greenwood
Peg Gwyther
Susan Hall
Joan Haukom
Kim Hayes
Lori Haymore
Jodi Hindle
Jesse Hodgdon

John Potts
Jim Powell
Kelly Prusz
June Read
Betsy Ruth
Nancy Ryan
Neha Sangwan
Guy Santiago
Kelcie Santiago
Karen Sauer
Rachelle Schaaf
Amy Schimmel
Ann Schuessler
Stephanie Seubert
Chris Seubert
Meirav Sewell
Dave Shapiro
Kim Shira
Marilyn Simmonds-Cole
Lynne Skaggs
Carolyn Snow
Lisa Spencer
Steven Starr
Heidi Stipp
Tanya Thompson
Rainy Tilton
Kim Titus
Athena Todd
Kio Tomooka
Steve Tourigny
Amy Trezona
Elaine Twigg-Cornett
Sachiko Vidourek
Stacey Vilas
Rex Vollstedt
Margo Voogd
Sally Waters
Sonja Weber
Heather Westing
Ruth Williamson
Margaret Willits
Selena Wilson
Dave Wood
Linda Wood
Paul Zosel

Thank you, thank you, thank you!

Ashley Homan
Nola Horton-Jones
Karen Howard
Michèle Huffman
Denny Huffman
Kate Hughes
Howard Hunter
John Ingersoll
Ron Jackson
Rose Marie Jerin
Bryce Jones
Wendy Jones
Janis Kahn
Trish Kelley
Chuck King
Kyle King
Kyle W King
Chris Kohl
Carolyn Kortge
Dean Kortge
Giny Landgreen
Rob Loper
Debby Lott
Jeff Luff
Ingrid Lundin
Sonia Madera
Audrey Matsumonji
Teresa Maurmann
Michael McCarthy
Wendy McGregor
Trina McInnis-Clark
Rochelle McInnis-Clark
Michael McNally
Jerry McRae
Nicole Mehta
Jan Meredith
Marija Micic
Precious Morgan
Barbara Mundall
Kris Neilson
Jim Nelson
Eileen Nishi
Lisa Norris
Charles Osgood
Patti Parker
Sasha Parsley

“I am grateful for 
the opportunity to 

experience PES a 
second time. The 

content is to rich and 
transformative—

every word felt fresh. 
It was a special gift 

to work with such 
high caliber people. 
The team felt strong 

and together. The 
relevance of this 

work continues to 
impress me. I am 

moved once again.” 
-Ruth Williamson, April 2009 

PES Assist Team Member

Our 2009 Volunteers

Robyn Wallace, 
Nicole Mehta and 
Dawn Contreras 

Jayme Armstrong, Cindy 
Curran, Tanya Thompson, 

Karen Howard, Sonia Madera
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CON N EC T
w i t h
W I N G S

Sign-up to receive our 
monthly E-Newsletter. 
Remember to update 
your information if you’ve 
moved or changed your 
email address.  
We love your feedback!  
Ph. 800.697.0040 or  
info@wings-seminars.com.

All NEW Women’s Retreat

Have you ever heard yourself say “I gave my power away!”? 
Are you sometimes waiting for someone or something to 

give you permission to have something, do something or be 
someone? Have you lacked the will to create a dream, make a 

change or accomplish a goal?

In our all new women’s retreat, permission granted!, we explore 
what limits our self determination and personal power and then give 
ourselves permission to blossom, to step fully into our dreams.

The content is all new but we’ve kept our 2009 retreat location at 
FivePine Lodge and Conference Center in Sisters, Oregon. When you’ve 
found perfection, why change? FivePine Lodge is an amazing place. A 
deep breath of Ahhhh! Visit the FivePine website at www.fivepinelodge.com 
for a visual treat!

Tuition: Single occupancy $795  
Tuition: Double occupancy $695  
Non-refundable deposit: $350

Tuition includes lodging, nightly 
wine reception, use of athletic 
club, discounts at Shibui Spa, 
and meals.

Early registration is 
recommended.  Space is limited 
to 26, (14 singles and 12 doubles). 
Registration is taken on a first 
come, first serve basis. 
Prerequisite: PES
CEU’s Available

If you’ve ever said or thought, “I gave my power away!”  this retreat is for you.

With Kris King
March 26-28, 2010 
at FivePine Lodge, Sisters, OR

This retreat will be offered only once 
in 2010 and has limited space so 

early registration is recommended.  

http://www.fivepinelodge.com/
www.fivepinelodge.com

